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I would like to start this review by emphatically agreeing with the other reviewers of Trollopes
fiction who say that this is an author that should be immediately re-discovered. Here is a man
who created characters that we could not forget if we wanted. We see all sides of his creations,
the good and the bad, and there are times when you might even feel empathy for the villians.
How many authors can accomplish that? Castle Richmond is Trollopes romance in Ireland set
against the backdrop of the Great Famine. You might wonder if the famine sequences get in
the way of the main plot. I certainly thought so myself until I read a brilliantly written chapter
two-thirds of the way through the book in which one of the heroes of the story encounters a
starving mother and her children. In five paragraphs the book takes on a whole new
prespective. Suddenly our hero (and ourselves) become aware that happiness is a relative
thing, not something that should be dictated by those we love and how much are in our purses.
What an enlightening concept! Anyone who thinks that Trollope is out-dated need only focus
on what he is saying in Castle Richmond to see what a truly modern thinker he really was.
Castle Richmonds main plot is a look at two upper class families: the Desmonds and the
Fitzgeralds. We follow them through their lives, watching as love is gained and love is lost.
We get a complete glimpse into the morals of these people; people who really feel they are
doing right no matter who is hurt. I was amazed that the melancholy scenes were almost better
written then the happy ones. And there are very few writers of that age and ours that write
better dialogue than he. I hope readers who have read Trollopes more popular works will take
the time to read this novel. Trollope obviously loved Ireland immensely, and he need not
apologize for setting his story in that country. The land, the people, the circumstances are
completely displayed for us to enjoy. It is a comfort to walk in his world, through the path
between the elms, through the hilly countryside. I thought more then once that I would go
there like a shot if it was offered to me. And that, I believe, is the true magic of Trollopes
work.
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